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Abstract. Energy efficiency in computing was identified as low energy usage of the hardware for a while. However, nowadays, we can talk about energy efficiency in terms of software as well. Therefore, we have to investigate how the different design decisions and programming language constructs affect the energy consumption. The green computing is a relatively new research area, guidelines are required for the software developers in terms of energy efficiency. In our research we are focusing on the functional programming language Erlang. We have investigated the effect of different language constructs (such as higher order functions), parallelism, data structures and styles of programming on energy usage. Additionally we present a tool to measure and visualise the consumed energy.

1. Introduction

Environment friendly tools and devices are needed in every area of manufacturing, thus it is crucial to have computing devices with energy usage as low as possible. Therefore, we have to take into account the amount of energy used by a certain devices (i.e. a PC) when running a software.

In the field of green computing we are investigating the energy usage of a software, this means the amount of energy used by the hardware when running the software.

Researches have been already presented on energy efficient computing (see Section 2), however most of them are focusing on mainstream languages. The goal of our research is to investigate the energy usage of Erlang [1] programs.
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Erlang is a widely used functional programming language, designed for building concurrent/distributed soft-real time applications. Since Erlang is functional language and the main building blocks of the language are the functions, we have created a tool (see in Section 3) to measure and visualise the energy consumption of Erlang functions. The tool is based on the Intel provided RAPL [2] tool and the Rapl-read [3] program.

In this paper we present the measurements on some key elements of the language, such as the usage of lists, higher order functions and parallelisation as well (in Section 4). We demonstrate our finding on different algorithms.

The ultimate goal of our research is to extend the static source code analysis and transformation framework RefactorErl [4, 5]. We would like to define static analyses to find those source code fragments that are presumably more energy-intensive than other equivalent solutions. We also want to define a set of refactorings that can be applied, either automatically or semi-automatically, to reduce the energy used by the Erlang programs.

In this paper we are presenting our first findings on the energy usage on Erlang programs, and the latter mentioned goal is the target of our future work.

2. Related work

In recent years there have been lots of studies on the topic of energy-efficiency. Many of these works studied the energy consumption of imperative languages, for example in Java 6.2% energy savings have been obtained [6] and thread management constructs also have been studied [7]. There also have been studies regarding the power consumption of CMOS digital circuits [8], power analysis of embedded software [9], how code obfuscation affects energy usage [10] and finally the impact of commonly used refactorings have also been studied [11].

Large amount of researches were carried out for imperative languages, but green computing is just as important in the area of functional languages. Lima et al. [12] analysed the energy behaviour of Haskell. They presented tools for testing the energy footprint of a program and also showed that some constructs can be beneficial in some situations, while in others they may not be a good choice. They collected energy consumption data using Running Average Power Limit (RAPL [2]) and accessing the data through model-specific registers (MSRs).

In the case of Erlang only a few research has been done regarding green computing. Ortiz [13] wrote her MSc thesis on the topic of green computing in Erlang and showed how some steps of refactoring and different data structures affect energy consumption in the case of Fibonacci and Karatsuba
algorithms. Varjão [14] gave a talk on the Erlang Factory SF conference in March 2017, where he presented a tool for measuring the energy consumed by Erlang functions. His tool is based on RAPL, but it has not been made publicly available yet, therefore we could not use it.

3. Measuring and visualising energy usage

In this section we present the tools used to measure the energy usage of Erlang functions. We provide an overview of the workflow of all our different program components working together in order to make measuring energy consumption more convenient.

3.1. RAPL. Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) is a tool created by Intel, as part of their power-capping interface. It is available under Linux operating system, on CPUs that have at least Sandy Bridge or newer architecture. The onboard power meter have been introduced in the Sandy Bridge microarchitecture. This provides information on power meters and power limits of the CPU, and exports power information through a set of Model-specific Registers (MSRs).

RAPL provides counters to get energy and power consumption information. RAPL is not an analog power meter, but an accurate software power model, that estimates usage by using hardware performance counters and I/O models [2].

In RAPL, platforms are divided into domains, in order to get more detailed information on the energy consumption. The domains are:

- PKG - The entire package
  - PP0 - Only the cores
  - PP1 - The uncore part of the package
- DRAM - Main memory

Among the listed domains the following inequality always holds: $\text{PP0} + \text{PP1} \leq \text{PKG}$ and DRAM is independent of the other three [15].

3.2. Rapl_read. There are three methods to extract power and energy consumption data from RAPL.

- **sysfs** - Reads files from `/sys/class/powercap/intel-rapl/intel-rapl:0` using the powercap interface. Requires at least Linux 3.13 with no special permissions.
- **perf_event** - Uses the perf_event interface. Requires at least Linux 3.14, and root access or the `/proc/sys/kernel/perf_event_paranoid` value to be less than 1.
- **msr** - Reads data directly from the MSRs under `/dev/msr`, and requires root privileges.
It is important to note that all methods provide readings for an entire CPU socket, there is no way to get readings for individual cores and processes this way.

We used a program written in C called rapl-read [3], that provides an interface for all three methods. We had to slightly modify it to support multiple sockets and to send and receive signals to and from our Erlang program. We also had to split all measuring functions to a pre and post versions, so that we can read the data before and after running an Erlang function, and thus obtaining the energy consumption.

3.3. Erlang server. It is important for the accuracy of measurement to get the readings as close to the beginning and end of a function as possible. Because of this, we needed the Erlang program (energy_consumption.erl) and the rapl-read.c program to communicate. This is accomplished using ports in Erlang and using the read() and write() functions in C. The process of communication can be seen on Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Sequence diagram of energy_consumption.erl and rapl-read.c communicating throughout one measurement](image)

When the measured values have been received by the Erlang component from rapl-read.c, it saves it using a dets (disk-based term storage) table.
The results are stored as tuples in the following format:

\[ \{(\{\text{Module, Function, InputSize}\}, \text{Method, Domain}\}, \text{Value}\} \]

where Value is the measured value, Method is one of the three modes to access RAPL, and Domain is one of the four available RAPL domains. Module and Function are the module and name of the measured function, while InputSize is a value provided by the user describing the size of the test arguments. If no such value is provided we take the head of the argument list and use it as InputSize. This is useful when the argument is a single number.

We used the following methodology to measure the energy consumption. Each time all three methods and all available domains are measured and sent to the Erlang program. In addition to this we also measure the run-time of the function and store it with the energy usage values.

This process is repeated N times, where N is a parameter given by the user. After this the Erlang program reads back all the data and for each method-domain pair calculates the average energy consumption, disregarding the lowest and highest values. This average is then inserted to the dets table and also printed to a text file, thus we can easily plot the data.

To make measurement processing easier we created a function that performs all of the above described functionalities. This function takes six arguments, that in addition to the ones mentioned above, are the executable file compiled from rapl-read.c, and the names of the output files:

```plaintext
measure(Program, {Module, Function, Attributes, InputSize},
        N, ResultOutput, AvgOutput, LogFile)
```

%InputSize is optional

3.4. Visualisation. As we have mentioned earlier, the measured results were exported to text files. These files contain one result in each line in the following structure:

\[
\text{Module} \ \text{Function} \ \text{InputSize} \ \text{Method} \ \text{Domain} \ \text{Value}
\]

Above the arguments the output contains the method used in measurement, the referenced domain and the measured value.

We use the same framework for measuring the run-time of the functions. The output in this case includes the same fields, but when measuring the execution time, the method and domain are irrelevant, thus to preserve the same structure, these fields are containing the measured time as well.

To visualise the measured data, it would had taken a lot of time to analyse manually these data files (for example in a spreadsheet). We decided to process the raw data with a Python script.

The script that processes the raw data has the following stages:
(1) Grouping the measured values by the functions. A function can be uniquely identified by the name of the module and the name of the function.

(2) Extracting the values separately by the different methods and domains.

(3) Draw the figures using matplotlib [16]: the Y-axis shows the energy consumption in Joule and the X-axis shows the different input size values.

(4) Optionally, there is a feature for export the required values to another data file and generate a latex file from it that contains only the diagram.

The steps are fully customisable to help analyse the data more precisely. We used command line arguments to give the exact specification of the diagrams. The following flags are available:

- –files: The script can take multiple files, all the contained data is processed. This gives flexibility to visualise different functions. For example, we stored all the different functions in distinct files, so we could compare them as we wanted.
- –methods: Specify which methods to display. It can take the three methods and time, and also several methods at once. In this case all of them will be drawn.
- –domains: Specify which domain to display.
- –output: Optional: the name of the output data file and .tex file.
- –logscale: This flag changes the Y-axis to a logarithmic scale.

Figure 2. Process from measurement to visualisation
4. Energy usage in Erlang

We used two different problems and many implementations for them to gain information on the energy consumption. We used different language constructs and data structures in the implementations. The main aspects for our implementations were the following:

- Using different data structures:
  - Lists
  - Extendible arrays
  - Fix-sized arrays
- Using or avoiding higher order functions (HOFs)
- Parallel or sequential implementations

We also paid attention to the run-time of each implementation, in order to gain a better understanding of the effects of language constructs on energy consumption. The measurements were made on a system with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6200U CPU @ 2.30GHz and 8 GB of DDR3 RAM @ 1600MHz, using Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. All plotted data was measured using MSR method and PKG + DRAM domains.

4.1. Goals. Our goal was to find any relation between language constructs, different data structures and energy usage. We intended to find out if extendible arrays, fix-sized arrays or lists are more efficient. We also wanted to, among other things, gain information on the effects of higher-order functions on energy consumption. Another thing we wanted to find out was the effect of parallelising on energy consumption. In the followings we are demonstrating different implementations of two well-known algorithms (placing queens on a chessboard and sparse matrix multiplication) and the energy used when evaluating the different implementations.

4.2. N-queens.

Problem. Place N queens on an N×N chessboard, so that no two queens attack each other.

Solutions. For this problem we measured the following five implementations:

Lists with HOFs (queens_lists): This version uses the higher-order functions lists:flatmap/2 and lists:all/2 to get the results.

```
attacks([{RowA, ColA}, {RowB, ColB}]) ->
  RowA == RowB orelse ColA == ColB
  orelse abs(RowA - RowB) == abs(ColA - ColB).
legal_list(Queen, Queens) ->
  lists:all(fun(Q) -> not(attacks(Queen, Q)) end, Queens).
solve_list(N, Row, Queens) when Row > N -> [Queens];
solve_list(N, Row, Queens) ->
```

Lists without HOFs (queens_nohof): The same as the previous one, but instead of lists:flatmap/2 and lists:all/2 it uses a custom implementation for these functionalities. These functions do not need function parameters, because we have hardcoded this information into them.

Extendible arrays (queens_array): This version uses the same algorithm as the one using lists, but instead uses arrays created with array:new(). No HOFs are used in this implementation.

Fix-sized arrays (queens_array_fix): This is the same as the one with extendible arrays, but instead of array:new(), we create fix-sized arrays with array:new(Size).

Parallel version (queens_par): This version uses a parallel map (par_map/2) instead of map. The underlying data structure is a list.

Each implementation was measured for inputs from 6 through 12.

Results. The energy consumption and run-time of these implementations can be seen on Figure 3. We can see that in the case of the sequential versions, the slower program consumes more energy, as expected. In the parallel case, even though the parallel version is not always the slowest, it clearly consumes the most energy. The reason for this may be that this parallel version just replaced map/2 with par_map/2, not paying attention to the underlying data structure,
but in the case of Erlang all data sent between processes is copied [17]. Because the items mapped are lists, lots of data is copied each time `par_map/2` is called, which is slow, and thus consumes lots of energy.

Both implementations with arrays performed the same for smaller inputs, but for larger inputs the fix-sized array version consumed more energy. It is clear that the most efficient versions were the ones using lists. It seems like eliminating the higher order functions from the implementation improved energy consumption, and also made the program faster.

In conclusion, we saw that eliminating HOFs, such as map can improve energy consumption. We also saw, that parallelising can be dangerous, we have to pay attention to what data is sent. Arrays seem to be performing worse than lists, but are still more efficient than our naive parallel algorithm.

![Graph showing energy consumption and run-time of all N-queens implementations.](image)

**Figure 3.** Energy consumption and run-time of all N-queens implementations.

### 4.3. Sparse matrix multiplication.

**Problem.** Multiply two matrices, whose elements are mostly zeros.

**Solutions.** All implementations solve the problem by reducing it to a series of matrix-vector multiplication, and then to vector-vector multiplication. For this problem we measured the following implementations:

- **Lists (mxm_lists):** One of the matrices is represented as list of tuples, whose first element is the row number, the second element is also a list of tuples,
whose first element is the column number and the second is the value of the matrix element: `[{Row,{{Col,Value}}}]`. The other matrix is represented the same way, but with row and column values swapped, in order to make multiplying them easy.

```
1 vxv_list(Row,Col) -> vxv_acc_list(Row,Col,0).
2 vxv_acc_list([],_,Acc) -> Acc;
3 vxv_acc_list(_,[],Acc) -> Acc;
4 vxv_acc_list([[I,R]|Row],[[I,C]|Col],Acc) ->
   vxv_acc_list(Row,Col,Acc+R*C);
5 vxv_acc_list([[I,R]|Row],[[J,C]|Col],Acc) ->
   if I < J -> vxv_acc_list(Row,[[J,C]|Col],Acc);
    true -> vxv_acc_list([[I,R]|Row],Col,Acc)
   end.

mxv_list(Rows,Col) ->
   Product = [[I,vxv_list(Row,Col)] || {I,Row} <- Rows],
   filter( fun({_,V}) -> V /= 0 end, Product).

mxm_list(Rows,Cols) ->
   Product = [[I,mxv_list(Rows,Col)] || {I,Col} <- Cols],
   filter( fun({_,V}) -> V /= [] end, Product).
```

Lists without HOFs (`mxm_nohof`): In this version we replaced all occurrences of the filter function with our own implementation, that does not need a function as its argument. For example the one in `mxv_list` was replaced by `filter_zeros`:

```
1 filter_zeros([],R) -> lists:reverse(R);
2 filter_zeros([[_,0]|P],R) -> filter_zeros(P,R);
3 filter_zeros([[H|P],R] -> filter_zeros(P,[H|R]).
```

Parallel (`mxm_par`): The representation of the matrices is the same as in the version with lists, but the matrix-vector and vector-vector multiplications are executed in parallel, using spawn in the list comprehension. Receiving the data sent back by the processes is done in another list comprehension, with each process sending back its ID too, in order to find the proper place for the result in the matrix.

Parallel with process pools: We also implemented a parallel version with a parallel ordered map implementation, that uses process pools to limit the number of processes spawned. First, we replaced both instances of the list comprehensions in the parallel code, but this way if we limit the process pool to 20 processes, then because of the recursion in our code $20^2 = 400$ processes were spawned. An easy way to fix this was to only parallelise the outer matrix-vector multiplications and use the sequential program for solving vector-vector multiplications. These versions were named, respectively, `mxm_ppool` and `mxm_parseq`.
Array (mxm\_array): In this version the matrices are represented as arrays of arrays, where for one matrix the first index determines the row and the second the column, and for the other matrix it is the other way around. Zero elements of the matrix are left undefined. We used array:sparse\_map/2 and array:sparse\_foldr/3 to replace the list comprehensions and recursion on lists, so for example the vector-vector multiplication became the following code:

```prolog
vxv\_array(Row,Col) ->
A = array:sparse\_foldr(fun(_,Val,Acc)->Acc + Val end,
0, array:sparse\_map(fun(Index,Elem)->
    C = array:get(Index,Col),
    if C == undefined -> undefined;
    true -> Elem*C
end, Row)),
if A == 0 -> undefined;
true -> A
end.
```

The implementation does not depend on whether we use extendible or fix-sized arrays, so no separate versions were made for these, but when measuring we used both types of arrays.

Array without HOFs (mxm\_array\_nohof): The same way we eliminated higher order functions from the list version, we also eliminated HOFs (sparse\_map and sparse\_foldr) in the version using arrays. The sparse\_map of the previous vxv\_array function became the following non higher order function:

```prolog
vxv\_array\_map(Index,Size,_,Row) when Index == Size -> Row;
vxv\_array\_map(Index,Size,Col,Row) ->
ElemR = array:get(Index,Row),
ElemC = array:get(Index,Col),
if ElemR == undefined -> vxv\_array\_map(Index+1,Size,Col,Row);
ElemC == undefined -> vxv\_array\_map(Index+1,Size,Col,
    array:set(Index, undefined, Row));
true -> vxv\_array\_map(Index+1,Size,Col,
    array:set(Index, ElemC*ElemR, Row))
end.
```

Results. Even though our implementations can handle non-square matrices, for ease of distinguishing between the sizes of test cases we only used square matrices. Test matrices were generated randomly, in sizes from $10\times10$ up to $400\times400$. For each size we generated three test cases with different ratio of non-zero elements. These ratios were 1%, 10% and 30%.

The array implementations were tested with both extendible and fix-sized arrays. The measured energy consumption values and run-times are shown on
In all cases we see correlation between run-time and energy consumption, as expected. We can see that the versions using lists performed almost the same. The one without HOFs is in almost all cases slightly better than the one using filter as can be seen in Table 1. It can also be seen that all implementations using arrays performed worse than lists. One reason for that might be that in the case of arrays, the matrices were stored directly in the array, not as pairs of indices and values (as in the case of lists), thus resulting in lots of undefined elements in the arrays and increasing the size of stored data. Contrary to the versions using lists, in the case of arrays the one containing HOFs performed better than the one without HOFs. The reason for this might be that we do not know how arrays are implemented, and thus we cannot implement the non higher order versions of \texttt{sparse\_map} and \texttt{sparse\_foldr} as efficiently.

The parallel version performed worse than the sequential ones, probably because of the same reasons as mentioned before in the case of the N-queens problem. The effect of using process pools can be seen on Figure 5. We can see that spawning too many processes is really bad for power consumption. The basic parallel version and the process pool version with the number of processes limited to 4 and 20 processes (thus only creating 16 and 400 processes at a
time) perform almost the same. The reason for this might be that even though the process pool version uses fewer processes, it also sends more messages. The most effective parallel version was the half parallel, half sequential process pool version, limited to 20 processes. This shows that it can be worth it to limit the number of processes. These results require further analysis in order to find the true connection between the number of processes, messages and energy consumption.

Table 1. Energy consumption of the given functions for different input sizes, measured in Joules, with 30% non-zero elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>350</th>
<th>400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mxm_nohaf</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>2.277</td>
<td>4.278</td>
<td>7.599</td>
<td>12.374</td>
<td>19.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mxm_list</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>2.300</td>
<td>4.340</td>
<td>7.711</td>
<td>12.556</td>
<td>19.315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Energy consumption of different parallel implementations of sparse matrix multiplication. The numbers after the function names denote the number of processes in the process pool (note that in the case of pool, this number has to be squared to get the actual number of processes). These measurements were made using 12 cores on a system with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700K CPU and 16 GB of DDR4 RAM, using Ubuntu 17.04.

On all figures for this problem the inputs with 30% non-zero elements are plotted.

5. Evaluation

In both cases we have found that naively parallelising made the algorithm consume more energy. This is probably because we did not use any special
strategy to parallelise the algorithms, we simply replaced map with parallel map and list comprehension with list comprehensions that spawn processes. Even though spawning processes has a relatively low cost, since we spawned so many of them, in the case of N-queens sometimes more than 500 000, it may have increased energy consumption and run-time. Another problem may have been, that in Erlang data sent to a process is copied [17], so our program made a copy of large lists each time a process was spawned.

We have seen that using process pools to reduce the number of processes can be beneficial, but we have to choose the maximum number of processes wisely, because it greatly affected energy consumption.

We also observed, that in most cases eliminating higher-order functions improves energy consumption. This is most visible in the case of the N-queens problem. It can also be seen in the case of the sparse matrix multiplication problem, but to a lesser extent. In that algorithm the HOF filter does not take up that much part of the whole solution, so it contributes less to overall energy consumption. While in the N-queens algorithm map is used as the base of the algorithm, so it contributes much more to the energy consumed. An outlier to this rule is the array version of sparse matrix multiplication, where eliminating HOFs made the algorithm much worse. This might be because in the version using HOFs we did not use the traditional \texttt{map} and \texttt{foldr}, but instead the sparse version of them, which may be implemented much more efficiently than our own implementations.

The third thing we noticed was that in both cases arrays performed worse than lists. That may be because in the case of N-queens our algorithm was first developed for lists and then adapted to arrays. In the case of the matrix multiplication the reason may be that we stored data in a completely different way in arrays than in lists. From the results it seems like the array version is not efficient in storing sparse matrices. Even though our observation was that arrays are not as efficient as lists, there are cases, for example calculating Fibonacci numbers, where they may perform better [13].

6. Conclusion and future work

We wanted to measure the energy consumption of Erlang programs and discover patterns and relations between language constructs and power consumption. We used RAPL to measure energy consumption, and created a framework to measure and store energy consumption values.

After measuring several implementations of the N-queens problem and the sparse matrix multiplication we found that eliminating higher order functions may make the program more efficient. In our cases we also found that using arrays instead of lists was not a good idea. Parallelising the solutions can
make energy usage worse, because it spawns lots of processes, but this could be solved using process pools.

In the future we would like to investigate different parallelisation techniques and we would like to further examine the effect of limiting the number of processes and messages sent on energy consumption. We also would like to measure the effect of the number of cores used when running the parallel program. Additionally, we would like to confirm our current findings using different algorithms, such as the N-body problem.

Finally, we would like to create a tool as part of RefactorErl, that automates the process of finding patterns that could be refactored into more energy efficient version and then helps transform the code into a more energy aware version.
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